GEO ONLINE MOVIE FESTIVAL
Global Earth Observations is science’s world vision that is
transforming human culture in the 21st century.
Discover key angles on the emerging ‘system of systems’ via this
selection of GEO-relevant online movies.

POWERS OF TEN | PIONEER CONCEPT BY CHARLES AND RAY EAMES
In 1968, Los Angeles designers Charles and Ray Eames made
a short film for IBM to explain how people could understand
the infinite scales of the universe. ‘Powers of Ten’ is a critical
precursor of Google Earth. It zooms viewers from a picnic to
the outer limits of the universe and back down to DNA inside a
hand; illustrating 10x scale shifts from atoms to infinity. 9m.
http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=0fKBhvDjuy0&desktop_
uri=%2Fwatch%3Fv%3D0fKBhvDjuy0

HOME | CLASSIC DOCUMENTARY BY YANN ARTHUS-BERTRAND

FUTURE ATLAS | EARTH 100 MILLION YEARS FROM NOW

French photographer Yann Arthus-Bertrand is renowned for
helicopter images of spectacles around the planet. He also
filmed this geography documentary across 50 countries over
18 months, using a high-definition Cineflex (military) camera
suspended from a gyrosphere. This film was financed by PPR,
a holding company for French luxury brands. 1h33m.

In these paleogeographic video maps of Earth’s continental
history and future, Britain joins Europe while Australia,
Papua New Guinea and Indonesia cross the Equator to merge
with southeast Asia. This video, showing movements of the
Earth’s crustal plates over 700 million years, was produced
by geologists at Northern Arizona University, led by Professor
Ron Blakey. 3m19s.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqxENMKaeCU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGcDed4xVD4

NASA | EARTHRISE: THE 45TH ANNIVERSARY

NASA’S BLUE MARBLE | 2013 WEATHER SYSTEMS OVER 60 SECONDS

NASA’s Goddard Space Center simulates how Apollo 8
astronauts captured the first images of an ‘earthrise’ on
Christmas Eve 1968. This video fuses original tape recordings
of the astronauts’ voices, their snapshots with Hasselblad
cameras, and recent 3D space location modelling using Moon
terrain map data from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)
surveys. 6m54s.

One global year of clouds and storms is accelerated in this
movie compiling European meteorological monitoring for 2013.
The EUMETSAT data, displayed on NASA’s Blue Marble online
map interface, shows dynamic flows of small tropical storms
along the Equator, and larger storm cloud systems across
the north and south hemispheres, flowing from west to east.
1m06s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dE-vOscpiNc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2Gy8V0Dv78

WELCOME TO THE ANTHROPOCENE | FOUR FILMS ON CLIMATE CHALLENGES

DATA CUBE | STACKING SATELLITE DATA FOR FASTER ANALYSIS

‘Welcome to the Anthropocene’ is a science website offering
four short videos explaining humanity’s impacts on the planet’s
natural systems and our escalating climate challenges. They
were produced by Globaia, the International GeosphereBiosphere Programme (IGBP), Australia’s CSIRO and the
Stockholm Resilience Centre. Approx. 3-4m each.

Geoscience Australia’s ‘Data Cube’ is a way of organising,
analysing and managing large amounts of data constantly
collected from satellites observing the Earth. Images of each
area are stacked in a time series to enable faster processing of
the shared data. 3m52s.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYB5Sw80Vfs

http://www.anthropocene.info/en/home

GEO | A MODERN EXPLORER’S JOURNEY

GLOBAL SENSOR NETWORK | NEW SATCOMS FROM SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Satellites allow today’s explorers to quickly study geographic
systems in different parts of the planet. Here is a fast circuit
of world climate systems, from Geneva to the Himalayas, Chine
and the Poles, returning via the North African coast. Video by
the Group on Earth Observations (GEO) to highlight its global
Earth observation system of systems (GEOSS) project. 4m46s.

Australia’s vast territory challenged researchers to create a
new signal processing system enabling low-cost, two-way,
simultaneous sensor communications between low-orbiting
micro-satellites and potentially many users in remote places.
Developed by the University of South Australia’s Institute for
Telecommunications Research. 5m21s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CTDQ0Piqwk8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2-VBFL6dzM

SPACE JUMP | GOPRO: RED BULL STRATOS – THE FULL STORY

BARBARA RYAN TALK | UNLEASHING THE POWER OF EO

Seven cameras tracked Austrian space parachutist Felix
Baumgartner on his descent from a stratospheric balloon
in October 2012. This video shows a ticker of his body
temperature, heart rate, air speed and altitude – showing the
drama of his free-fall, gravity spin and eventual stability. Audio
includes Joe Kittinger Jr, who completed the world’s first
space jump in 1960. 8m18s.

‘Unleashing the Power of Earth Observations’ was a TEDx
Barcelona talk by US geographer Barbara J. Ryan, Secretariat
Director of the Group on Earth Observations in Geneva, which
is coordinating the global Earth observation system of systems
(GEOSS) vision. She encourages open data management
strategies and generally free access to government data.
15m28s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dYw4meRWGd4

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=500VRpRotPc

MAPPING SHIFTS OF GRAVITY | GGMPLUS EARTH GRAVITY MODEL

BOB BISHOP TALK | MODELLING THE WHOLE EARTH SYSTEM

Changes to Earth’s gravity fields are modelled at 200m
resolution for all land and near-coastal areas above or below
the Equatorial zone. The GGMplus survey was conducted by
geodesy researchers at Curtin University of Technology in
Perth and Technical University Munich, using gradiometry data
from Europe’s GRACE and GOCE satellites. 2m.25s.

‘Modelling the Whole Earth System: A Challenge Whose Time
Has Come’ is a TEDx Warwick (UK) talk by Bob Bishop, an
Australian scientist expert on high-performance computing
and visualisation systems. His International Centre for Earth
Simulation (ICES) Foundation is proposing a geopolitically
neutral, Earth simulation facility in Geneva. 18m28s.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQTKGMY5Bxc&feature=emupload_owner

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zI6HWDSaRiM

